
06189: "doing quite some work dismantling the scaffolding of my installation and

then returning to holland keeping up the physical work building more of the shed

for my mosaic time-capsules and also now biking with both kids as well as doing

weight lifting quite regularly in the evening"

17119: "observing the autumn clouds both in the netherlands driving around to buy

material to renovate our house and staying with august in his secluded swedish

neighborhood spending much time outside with a nice cold weather doing grocery and

observing quite many hybrids and humans in the clouds"

09139: "walking a lot in the netherlands and getting some good thoughts still

finding it hard to elaborate them with the kids but also going alone around with

little silvester and getting thoughts coming one after the other now living in a

sort of limbo having really no feelings nor expectations"

13206: "driving back to holland and filming in southern germany and in heidelberg

during our short stop over there and then resuming my life in our dutch village

walking  constantly  around  with  the  kids  and  managing  to  find  nice  views  and

variety despite the limited options and some bad windy weather"

18150: "a quite windy month to begin with walking around with the kids now having

to get used to a much more harsh weather after the summer in italy and almost

being surprised of the wind always blowing but at last enjoying a long period of

time with far less wind almost being now able to predict the coming of a new windy

period right at the end"

12214: "checking the headlines every morning after waking up and scrolling through

all the many political ones finding several casualties from across the world

putting now no emphasis on the pandemic which is surging again without however

causing deaths"

08131: "fable written hearing the closure of mink farms after the coronavirous

pandemic also the fur animals there and basing my story on this event making the

mink protagonist both the source as well as the vaccine carrier later working as

mercenary to god"

10163: "folk met while traveling with august in provence like a poor and drunk but

very intelligent belgian man we gave a ride to and an italian immigrant running a

bar in a town but also two french old ladies met walking on an aqueduct and then

in italy meeting my cousin new boyfriend before hanging in the evening with davide

and jason and meeting three japanese artists"

14156:  "getting  quite  some  ideas  especially  after  being  confined  with  the

coronavirus pandemic suddenly limiting us to move with the kids mostly in and

around our small dutch city and spending much time outdoor getting all sort of

inspirations"



14157: "still ideas conceived while confined in our dutch small city during the

pandemic and also getting many ideas while waiting for both livia and silvester to

fall asleep but also taking them for hikes on the dike and to a new beach we

discovered by the river"

03143: "living in the mountain village singing songs to the kids but also hearing

songs both sang by old gianna and played by her always on television and also

hearing  songs  from  an  american  girl  coming  to  film  the  building  of  my

installation"

01201: "a month back in the netherlands using surprisingly little tools with my

hands occupied almost all day long to take care of silvester now always requiring

my to walk him around and only being able to update my project in the morning and

work on the time capsules for my mountain museum in the evening with a middle of

the day using only walking and photographing my phone"

09140: "almost unable to record my thoughts now walking with livia talking mostly

to her and only very mush recording my thoughts when walking with little silvester

in the days she goes to school and taking long walks especially on the dike

getting several thoughts almost naturally"

10164:  "in  italy  photographing  the  mother  of  our  friend  elisabetta  and  then

helping out with the village celebration in the mountains and photographing the

youngsters working there as well as one elder working with me in picking the trays

from the tables"

12215: "news read regularly now finding a way to search for the last headlines of

the day containing the word kill and no longer wasting the beginning of my day

reading  through  all  the  political  gossips  and  reading  about  still  a  lot  of

casualties in around africa and a war erupted in azerbaijan with its mountain

armenian community"

15138: "bad air mostly inhaled walking several times through the month to the

hardware store to get the material to experiment with my mosaic-tags and other

than that breathing pretty much good air keeping on the east side of the city

mostly taking walks with my kids and in the evenings at times breathing bad air

while mixing concrete to test the mosaic-tags casting"


